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The Ultimate
Lubricant For
Any Brand Of
Handpiece

VL-AS Adapter

with alcohol to remove
excess lubricant

* Never Submerse In Water * Never Place Handpieces Into the Ultrasonic

- With Vector Spray You Lubricate Only Once!
CAUTION - * Never Wipe or Spray With Surface Disinfectants

Don’t Re-Lubricate

Remove the handpiece from the sterilizer and let
them cool to room temperature. Running “Hot”
handpieces will severely reduce the life of the turbine.

VL-AK Adapter

Vector Enduro Turbine
After 1 Year of Use!
Using Vector Premium
Handpiece Lubricant!

Let Cool

Sterilize handpiece as per manufactures
instructions. Always allow the handpieces to
go through the “Dry Cycle” on your sterilizer.
Note: We recommend using sterilization bags
with one side paper and one side plastic.

Bag and Autoclave

Wipe down the exterior of the handpiece with a 2x2
lightly dampened with alcohol. Use pure rubbing
alcohol only, many over-the-counter “alcohol wipes”
have other solutions added to them, this can cause
spotting of the exterior and severe damage to the
internal parts of the handpiece.

Wipe

Count 1... 2... 3... 4 ... 5...

Run the handpiece to expel out excess
lubricant. This should be done at the control
unit in the operatory or at a purge station in the
sterilization room

Run - 5 to 10 seconds

Count 1.... 2....
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KaVo .. VL-AK
Star ...... VL-AT
NSK .... VL-AN
4 Hole .. VL-AS
W&H VL-AW
E-Type VL-AE
Point ... VL-AU

Using the correct adapter, spray
Vector Spray into the drive line or
the hole indicated on the diagram
above. Spray for aprox. 2 seconds -

Spray
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Use of this lubricant will not void factory warranty
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High-Performance Lubricant For High-Performing Handpieces

VECTOR

POST THIS SIDE IN YOUR STERILIZATION ROOM
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Handpiece Lubricant

Imported from Germany, the Vector Premium Handpiece lubricant is the most advanced, ALL-SYNTHETIC, lubricant specifically
designed for the rigorous, harsh environments, of today’s busy, high-output, high-turn-over dental offices. Compare to nationally
known brands that offer cheap mineral-oil based lubricant at twice the price. Mineral-oil based lubricants break down in your
sterilizer leaving a sticky-glue like substance that reduces handpiece power and performance as well as reducing bearing life.
Synthetic lubricant does not breakdown in the heat of your sterilizer therefore there is no need to RE-LUBE after sterilization.
Vector Lubricant leaves no sticky residue, eliminating the need for a separate handpiece cleaner while keeping your handpieces
performing longer and to the best of their potential.

This Vector Enduro Turbine was
removed from one of our customers
V10-SLK handpieces after only six
months of use. This is why we do
not recommend low grade mineral oil
based lubricant!

Cut along dotted line and post in your sterilization room
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Vector Spray for QUATTROcareTM Type Lubrication
Machines - with updated and approved screw top can!

Vector Spray Premium Handpiece Lubricant
The ALL-SYNTHETIC premium oil for any brand
of handpiece
Vector Spray (with white adapter cap)
500ml can
(VL-S) ................... $ 37.00 ea

Vector Spray (with screw top can for Quattrocare)
500ml can
(VL-AQ) ............... $ 37.00 ea

The white cap on the top of the can
(pictured) is included with each can of spray.
Remove this cap to use VECTOR SPRAY with
your genuine KaVo spray adapters.

ALL SYNTHETIC - we never use mineral oil based lubricants!
Why pay more for a lower grade lubricant?
Compare & Ask is it mineral oil?

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR STAFF IS LUBRICATING?
Properly lubricating various types and styles of high and low speed handpieces can be a
difficult and confusing job for even the most experienced dental technician.
Vector has developed a complete range of lubrication adapters that take the
“guess work” out of lubrication. These adapters increase office efficiency,
extend turbine life by insuring proper lubrication, and reduce the messy over-spray
experienced with non-product-specific spray adapters.

The right adapter makes lubrication
fast, accurate, and easy!
Vector Spray Adapters
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VL-AK VL-AT VL-AN

Vector Spray Premium Handpiece Lubricant
The ALL-SYNTHETIC premium oil for any brand of
handpiece
Vector Spray For Assistina and other lubrication
machines that require oil.
500ml can (VL-LM) ................... $ 48.00 ea
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VL-AS

VL-AW

VL-AE

VL-AU

A)
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C)
D)
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G)

$ 10.00 ea

For KaVo MultiflexTM ........................ VL-AK
For Star Type ................................... VL-AT
For NSK Type .................................. VL-AN
For 4 and 5 hole .............................. VL-AS
For ADEC W&H 924,904,RQ-24, RQ-04 type ........ VL-AW
For E-Type Lowspeeds .................. VL-AE
Universal pointed ............................. VL-AU

Mineral

Oil

